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Abstract:

This paper deals with automatic clustering algorithm, which partitions a many of objects to get smaller sets (clusters). Where objects of the one set are related to each other rather than to those in the other sets. The number of clusters in automatic clustering don’t given priori, they determinates automatically, the number resulted of clusters exact closed to the numbers of the real dataset structure.

This paper represents a stimulus for the current study to introduce an algorithm that automatically finds the number of clusters based on distance among vertices. The study is based on the hypothesis that the proposed algorithm is able to efficiently find the clustering partitions for the whole dataset.
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1. Introduction:

Data Mining is known as the process of analyzing data to extract interesting patterns and knowledge. Data mining is used for analysis purpose to analyze different type of data by using available data mining tools [3].

This information is currently used for wide range of applications like customer retention, education system, production control, healthcare, market basket analysis, manufacturing engineering, scientific discovery and decision making etc [1]. Data mining is studied for different databases like object-relational databases, relational database, data ware houses and multimedia databases etc.

Clustering: is partitioning data to a number of clusters (groups, subsets, or categories). Description most researchers the cluster by the internal homogeneity and external separation such that the content of cluster must be similar to each other’s and the opposite is true. There are taxonomies different of algorithms that works on clustering data such as (partition and hierarchical clustering, Neural Network-Based clustering and Kernel Based clustering) these algorithms may be automatic or non-automatic [22,23,24]. Algorithms of clustering usually has been designed with some types of biases and assumptions. By this sense, don’t can be say best and accurate of clustering algorithms context, although possible some comparisons, most these comparisons rely on around specific applications, by specific conditions, the results may become quite changes if occur different in the conditions [2,24].
Clustering algorithms can be divided into:

- **Automatic technique**: In this type of group, the number of groups is not given in advance, and is automatically determined by the group algorithms used. The resultant number of groups is often closed accurately to determine the number of groups involved in the actual structure of the data set [17].

- **Non-Automatic techniques**: In this type of group, a number of groups must be given in advance by the programmer. K-mean algorithm is a sample of this type. The accuracy of the results obtained depends on the expected number of groups selected by the user when implementing this algorithm on a real data set [17].

### 1.1 Types of Clustering

There are various types of clustering in data mining.

#### 1.1.1 Partitioning Clustering

The general criterion of division is a combination of high similarity of samples within clusters with high variance between distinct groups. Most partitioning methods depend on distance. These aggregation methods work well to find spherical clusters in small to medium databases [5].

One of partition clustering algorithms is **k-MEANS CLUSTWRING**

Let $X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N\}$ N p-dimensional data points to be clustered into K clusters. Let clusters set as $U = \{X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_k\}$. K-mean searches for a partition that has the minimum total square error between the sample of the clusters and the points in the clusters. The mean value $m_i$ of cluster $X_i$ is given by:

$$m_i = \frac{\sum_{x_j \in X_i} x_j}{|X_i|}$$

The Euclidean norm is the usual choice as follow equation:

$$\text{Dist}(p,q) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (p_i - q_i)^2} \quad \ldots \ldots (2)$$
1.1.2 Density Based Clustering:

In most partitioning methods depends on the distance between objects. In density method the group of objects is continue to grow while the density in the neighborhood overtake some threshold [6].

1.1.3 Hierarchical Methods:

In hierarchical method is decompose of the given set of data objects is created. It can be classified as being either agglomerative or divisive based on how hierarchical decomposition is formed. Agglomerative approach is the bottom up approach starts with each object forming a separate group such as CURE algorithm. Hierarchical algorithms create hierarchical analysis of the data set for data objects. Hierarchical decomposition is represented by a tree structure called a dendrogram. Does not need groups as input. In this type of assembly, it is possible to view sections at different levels of detail using different types of K. For example, flat grouping. It then merges the groups close together until all the groups are merged into one. The split method is the top-down approach, where all groups start in the same group, and in each iterative step, the cluster is divided into smaller groups until each object becomes a single block or cluster [8].
2. Data Analytics:

Data Analytics [15] is the science of examining raw data with the purpose of extract useful information to draw conclusions. Data Analytics can be used by many industries and organizations to get better business decision. Data analytics focuses on inference, the process of deriving a conclusion based solely on what is already known by the researcher. There are two types of data analytics:

a- Classification: Predictability models predict class labels; predictive models predict jobs of continuous value [2].

b- Prediction: Predictability model for predicting dollar expenditures for potential customers on computers given their income and occupation. Analytics forecasts bring management, skills, information technology and modeling. Predictive analyzes are data science, multidisciplinary skills and a core set of non-profit organizations, business success and government. Marketing sales forecast or market share, a good retail site opportunity was found. It also identifies consumer segments, target marketing and risks associated with current products, and provides key predictive analytics for it [2].

Classification is a method of data extraction that comes within the technique of automatic learning to predict group membership of data representations. Classification technology is able to process a variety of data over gradient and its popularity increases.

3. A Proposed Algorithm:

The proposed algorithm works on clustering data based on distance(dissimilarity) matrix and adaptive threshold(Th). The distance matrix(D) calculates distance between data objects where $D_{ij}$ represents dissimilarity (distance) between object i and object j.

Size of this matrix D is (n*n), where n is a number of objects in dataset that every object represented by vector of features.

The proposed algorithm takes dataset and computes the matrix (D) and calculate threshold for every iteration, as shown in algorithm below at step 2 then calculate size of D at step 4 and entry to(for) looping.

For overall rows in matrix D and check first row if not have label if yes that assign label for this row as Noc, as shown in step 8 of algorithm and next step calculate threshold (Th) for every iteration based on formula specified in step 10 and check contents rows ith to others content by depends on adaptive threshold(Th) that calculated for this row and assign any value that less than or equal to (Th) to the same class or label for this row or object, as steps from (11 _ 17).

This algorithm considers one of the automatic technique because it finding the groups in dataset without determined by user, which good feature for its works.
The below figure (5) shown steps flow a work.

Figure (5): Block diagram for the proposed algorithm

A Proposed Algorithm:

Input:

\[ X = \{x_1; x_2; \ldots ; x_n\} \]

// where X is dataset with p-dimensional data points.

Where:

- \( n \) - is a number of data points in dataset where every row represent object

Output:

- Label. \( L \) contains the label for every object
- Noc. \( N \) the number of clusters that found in dataset X

1) Begin
2) Compute \( (n, n) : D \) is distance matrix between data points in X by using the Euclidean distance.
3) Set Label = zeros(n)
4) Noc = 0; //counter for the number clusters, initial value zero
5) \( \text{for } i = 1 \text{ to } n \)  
6) \( \text{if } \text{Label} (i) == 0 \text{ then} \)  
7) \( \text{Noc} = \text{Noc} + 1; \)  
8) \( \text{Label} (i) = \text{Noc}; \)  
9) \( \text{End if} \)  
10) \( \text{Th} = (\text{min}(D(i,:)) + \text{max}(D(i,:)))/2 \times 0.16; \text{ // calculate adaptive threshold.} \)  
11) \( \text{for } j = i + 1 : m \)  
12) \( \text{if } D(i,j) <= \text{Th then} \)  
13) \( \text{if } \text{Label}(j) == 0 \)  
14) \( \text{Label}(j) = \text{Label}(i); \)  
15) \( \text{End if} \)  
16) \( \text{End if} \)  
17) \( \text{End for loop} j \)  
18) \( \text{End for loop} i \)  
19) \( \text{End algorithm} \)

4. Results

In this paper proposed algorithm is applied on dataset named Aggregation\[15\] loaded from this link [http://cs.joensuu.fi/sipu/datasets/] which consist of 788 data points by 2-dimensional and 7 classes and it shows good result for clustering this dataset. Powerful this algorithm that could returns numbers of clusters in dataset (Automatic), in contrast with K-Means algorithm.

A proposed algorithm considers Automatic clustering technique, while K-Means algorithm Non-Automatic clustering technique \[17\]. In this section we presenting the experiment results By apply three algorithms the proposed, K-Means and CURE algorithm on same dataset then compared between them based on this factors (data size, accuracy, recall, execute time)

Where accuracy measure is given as the ratio of the number of samples correctly labeled to the total number of samples in the dataset, table (1) explains that.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\# \text{(Correctly labeled samples)}}{\# \text{(Total samples)}}.
\]

and recall measure computed as:

\[
\text{Recall} = 1 - \text{accuracy}
\]

Table (1) shows results comparison between three algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Data size</th>
<th>NO.Clusters</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Execute time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9968</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.020023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Means</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.3365</td>
<td>0.6635</td>
<td>0.023577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURE</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5801</td>
<td>0.4199</td>
<td>13.322092</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table (1) we applied algorithms on data set called Spiral \[16\] (n=312, k=3, p=2).

Below figures shows a visualize results for the three algorithms that applied to another data set called Aggregation which mentioned previously:
5. Discussions and Conclusions

1. The proposed algorithm the clusters number is automatically determined through this algorithm, in contrast, for the K-means and CURE algorithms, the clusters number is a priori given by the programmer. As a result, the performance of others algorithm and K-means less than proposed algorithm because the second one is product clusters nearest from structure of dataset.

2. The value of threshold selected results of a proposed algorithm depending on it. in contrast, the CURE and K-means algorithm depend on initial value for clusters(K). large chosen value for threshold our proposed lead to one cluster contains different objects, on the other hand, if pick small value lead to data points that belong to one subject in two groups, or more. On the other hand, for the K-means and CURE algorithms, select K if small will lead to combine the data points of more subjects in one cluster, whereas splitting data points of specific subject into many groups

3. Table (1) shows results for K-means and CURE algorithms is less than a proposed algorithm.

4. The criterion of dataset size, a proposed approach is outperforming CURE and K-means algorithms when the data were very large.
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